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Mexico City, Nov. 11. Confidence
Sonpra, iov, 14. An air
cheerful expectancy was noticeable in the early accomplishment of the
of the con- aims of the United
States toward
today
stitutionalist movement led by Venus-tiau- o Mexico was expressed today by NelCairanza. Word from Washing- son O'Shaughnessy, American charge
ton was eagerly awaited and Carran-za'- s d'affaires. The overtures made by
adherents believed that the plans the Mexican minister of the interior,
for the American,
administration, Manuel Garza Aldape, yesterday are
when full revealed, could not fail to taken as evidence that Huerta is
be of advantage to the
ready to recede from the stand he
had previously taken.
'
It was deemed virtually certain tha
Although .Mr. O'Shaughnessy was
the embargo against the shipment of uncommunicative on the subject and
aims and ammunition across the bor-de-r refused information as to any phases
would be lifted soon by the Unit- of the latest developments, it was un
ed Stales, and Carranza's
officers derstood fTiat he expected to have a
were jubilant at the prospects of a further conference with senor Aldape
vigorous campaign against the Huer-tista- laie today.
ta in power.
At this conference it is expected
They expressed utmost confiOfficials were silent about the interior! negotiationsi, but were opti- dence in their ability to eliminate that the ideas of Washington as to
mistic. It would not surprise official General Huerta from the situation if the wisdom of John Lind, the personal representative of President Wilcircles here if an announcement of given sufficient ammunition.
Carranza's officers here today said son, returning from "Vera Cruz to the
Huerta's intentions to resign were
withheld .until satisfactory .. arrange-'- , there would be difficulty !n obtaining federal capital, or receiving a comments could be made for the choice of money for the purchase rf war muni- mittee representing Provisional Presia provisional president acceptable to tions in the United States' should the dent Huerta, will be made known to
While the embargo be raised. Ample loans had the representative of the provisional
the constitutionalists.
from been guaranteed, they said, by Mexi- president.
refrain
States
United
might
'
Dispatches from "Washington pubmoney
making any suggestions of its own, it can sympathizers, ana no
would endeavor to act as a medium would be solicited or accepted from lished here today Indicating the probability of a settlement of the Mexican
of communication through William American sources.
This altitude is in accordance with question without resort to arms, which
Bayard Hale with General Carranza
and Charge O'Shaughnessy at Mexico! Carranze's widely announced policy. during the past week appeared here
atCity, so that there might be an ex-- 1 He has repeatedly announced that he to be a forlorn hope, created an
reand1
of
names.
mosphere
optimism
on
greatly
various
views
of
no
wanted
change
foreign aid, and there are
There was a report early today that, very few foreigners in the ranks of lived the tension.
Foreign Minister Moheno might be;hi9 army here. The same thing is
the man selected, though the views said to be u,ue of constitutionalist
i '."-FIRED ON A;TRA1N
of '(he constitutionalists aa - to' Mohe-- ; forces ' throughout' the republic,
j
Mich., Nov. 14. A. passenCalumet,
no's acceptability weer not known.
Wi( Attack Guaymas
American Course Not Outlined
Members of Carranza's staff gave ger train of the Duluth, South Shore.
Secretary Bryan declared today todav an outline of their nlan of cam-- ! ana Aitanuc railway was iireu on io- that none of the instructions to John palgn gnoul(j ammunition become day when it reached Hancock where
a large numoer or copper striKers
Und contained any statement of the avajJabe to them,
Many men are
of non- tne
unrtea
alternate
ldi0 because of lach of arms, and with were awaiting the arrival
pursue in tne event oi nueria a iiui-ur- e these equipped the officers said theyi"mon men.ior
to meet" this government's deOne shot crashed through a window
move on Guaymas, then south
mands for his retirement. Mr. Bryan
(,f
,he smoking car, just missing one
along the coast. They declared there
made this statement in response to were
a
Iarty of ten men who had been
fields
in
miners
the
coal
15,000
inquiry as to the truth of a reoent of Coahuila who asked for arms. The mistaken for strikebreakers,
report from Vera Cruz that Mr. Lind men were out of work
The shooting created much excite-closinthrough the
had delivered a note to General Huerment amonS the passengers.
.
of the mines.
ta informing him that if he had not
for virfaritm
six additional arrests
is
Captured
abdicated the presidency by tomorrow
of the injunction against picketing
r..,cn.
ncnfurort
w
wofl
r,,iiU.an
noon, the United States would blocktutionalists late yesterday. This was were made at the Superior mine
ade Mexican ports. Mr. Bryan de- announced
today at military headclared that at no time had this
in a telegram' from General
stated what its course would quarters
Alvaro Obregon, who'Vas commander
be if Huerta refused to accede to its
of the insurgent forces. Details of
demands for complete elimination.
the fighting were lacking.
Mr. Bryan likewise declined to say
United
the
action
of
what course
Food Scarce In Chihuahua
States would pursue if the Mexican
El
Tex., Nov. 44. Bringing
Paso,
in
the
tomorrow
congress is convened
The sermon for today is based on
face of representations by this gov- many American and other refugees
35 of Earnest's
ernment that It will not rfcjignlze from Chihuahua, a train has arrived an extract from page
n
from
state
Juarez
the
capital. epistle to McDonald1.
any of that body's acts as legal.
Americans'' on the train say Villa's 'w'The"law'
this state, section 4,
The secretary said that thus far
no foreign power had interposed any rebel troops had completely surround- chapter 53 laws of 1907, provide that
ed" the city, which they' left Thurs
objections to the course the United
each road overseer shall make certain
Slates la taking In its endeavor to day. No more refugee ' trains can get reports to the board of county com
through, they say.
restore order in Mexico.
missioners at its December meeting
General Luis TerraBas, Tegarded as
America Pleased With England
in each year. The reports so reSatisfaction over the attitude of the richest man In Mexico, has made quired to be made should contain a
Great Britain was chief basis for a repeated attempts to get out of Chi- list of all persons in each road disbut is kept under constant
huahua,
that
of
enveloped
optimism
'feeling
trict subject, to the road tax; the
the Mexican situation in official cir- espionage, says the refugees. Barbed names of all persons who have perwire fences charged with electricity,
cles today.
.'
lieu of paying the
which
had been strung around the' formed work in
It became known that there had
of money collected
'.amount
tax; the
of city by Governor Mercado, have been and
been the frankeBl' interchange
county treasury by
the
into
paid
torn down by he rebels and mines
amount of orders
views between the United States and
the
each
overseer;
which the federals nad planted hava
issued in payment for labor, tools, maEngland, not only through Ambassa- been located and
rendered useless.
dor Page abroad, but in Washington
and repairs in conVilla, it is claime, has planned to terials, supplies
as well.
work on .roads in
the
with
nection
Btarve
Chihuahua into surren ler.
Sir William Tyrell, private secre- Food in Chihuahua
each district; the purpose for which
already is scarce.
such orders were issued; the number
tary to Sir Edward Grey, the British
;
of
foreign secretary during the illness
days each overseer actually served
Riveras Is Reinstalled
These
nt
delinnuents.
all
on.
Cecil
list
of the British ambassador, Sir
Tucson, Ariz., Nov 14. The con
Spring-Richas been active in getting stitutionalist army captured
reports must be sworn to. This is
Culiacan,
the American ' viewpoint, and Is be- capital of Sinaloa, at 3 o'clock this what the law requires. There is no
lieved to have been largely instru- morning, according to reliable
punishment provided fpr Its violation
reports and in view of the fact that the travmental in the promotion of a friendly received here.
Felipe EJveros, govto make
understanding between London and ernor of Sinaloa, who was deposed by eling auditor has attempted
as
appear
this
of
county
officiate
all
Washington.
Huerta, was again installed as govthat
would
one
suppose
scamps
rank
interIt is thought also that the
ernor. Mazatlan is now the only city
not
subject
change of views with the United In Sinaloa remaining In the hands of our road overseers, wouldbeing
violate the
to
any punishment,
States has been made to tho British the federals.
above mentioned law.
representatives in Mexico.
The traveling auditor, on page 33
HANGED
JENKINS
IS
of his report to the governor, says:
GOVERNOR A WITNESS
14.
J.
Nov.
Warren
"I was unable to find any reports on
Rawlins,
Wyo.,
14.
Governor
Nov.
Pueblo, Col.,
convicted
wife murderer, was file Indicating that the requirements
Ammons was a , witness before the Jenkins,
state
at
the
and
hanged
penitentiary here of the above section nad been comfederal grand jury here today
inferen-tinllwas questioned regarding the coal this morning at 2:45 for the murder plied with." He therefore
not
was
law
the
that
wife.
of
charges'
11:35.
his
strike. He left for Denver at
Nogales,
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DEPART-

NEW ORLEANS TRAFFIC

THE
Washington, Nov. 1 4. Secretary
Bryan exchanged messages early today with Charge O'Shaughnessy about
the reported1 concessions which members o.f Huerta's official family have
Intimated he would make to the Unit
ed States. Efforts- to recall John Lind
from Vera Cruz to Mexico City to
discuss, the American memorandum
demanding that the new Mexican congress should not convene were taken
here to indicate that the rroup surrounding Huerta would suggest a compromise arrangement whereby the
new Mexican congress would meet
but not pass on concessions or other
measures calculated to continue Huer-

The Gigantic Battle Scenes and Battle in the Air from Aeroplanes
Promised in Romaine Fielding's Five-rePlay Induced Business
Men to Arrange Entertainment for State's People on Big Day,
Next Wednesday, Weather Permitting Await the Promoter's
Assurance of Readiness
el

PREDICTS IL S.

HUERTA

TO SEE MAKING OF "GOLDEN GOD"

SWINDLERS

STOP S
AMERICA

FROM

S

OFFERED A
TO ACCEPT
OF THE

REGULAR
OF

ONE-TENT-

DEMANDS WIRE

MOR,E CIVIL

Tex., Nov. 14.

Romaine Fielding at noon today received a telegram from El
Paso informing him that an aviator would leave that place tc
night for Las Vegas, bringing with him an aeroplane suitable for
flights in a high altitude. Mr. Fielding at once wired transportation for the bird-maand requested that his name be telegraphed
hack in order that it might bo announced to the public. The ivi-atwill take part in Mr. Fielding's great production, "The Golden God." Today Mr. Fielding was Informed the aviator la Ralph
G. McMillen. Mr. Fielding haa been In telegraphic communication with, Ira
Baldwin, the daring aviator who made numerous flights in Denver
during- the- past summer. Mr. Baldwin will come here to take part
in the picture if he can secure a machine.
Efforts are being
made to provide him with a mount, and it is likely that one will
be secured in time for the big battle scene next week.
A third aviator is being communicated with. His machine
is dismembered for the winter, but it likely can be placed) in shape 4
for a flight the middle of next week. The man is in a nearby city. 4
With one machine assured and strong possibility that three
willl be available, there is no longer the slightest doubt but that
Fielding will succeed in making his battle scene completely realistic
of the 1950- period in the world's history. The Commercial club
and a number of other Las Vegas boosters got to work this afternoon on a campaign, of advertisement for the biggest outdoor pageant ever attempted anywhere on the face of the earth. It is
planned to secure low rates on the railroads from all parts of the
state, and bring several thousand people here for Wednesday of
next week, the date set for most spectacular proceedings in staging the .Lubin company's latest mjasterpiece.
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No

disor-- j

der has been reported early today
among the 2,500' strlkin? employes of
the operating 'department of the
Southern Pacific lines between El
Paso and New Orleans, who went, on
strike last night.
Aside from two transcontinental
trains said to be euroute, reports indicated general suspension of traffic.
Just before the walkout went lii'to
effect, an offer of government mediation was received at union headquarters. The employes' leaders replied
that the only possible way to avoid a
strike was for the railroad to meet
the federated committee of the four
unions involveiUlie engineers, conductors, firemen, and trainmen. Such
a conference had been the main point
of the railroad's objection during

New York, Nov. 14. District Attor
ney Whitman confirmed today the report that he had obtained from a
gang of wireless wire tappers confessions involving the payment of graft
for police protectiou to a civilian in

high authority at police headquarters,
a police inspector and least two lieutenants.
Many hundreds of thousands of dollars, Mr. Whitman said, had been obtained by the swindlers under police
protection. Ten per cent of this sum
and a fixed retainer of $2,500 a
month, according to the confessions,
had been divided among the police

-

officials involved.
of
George McRae, eoitfessor-iu-ehie- f
the gang of five who have bared their
records to Mr. Whitman, is authority
for the' statement
that a Chicago
woman whose identity is known to
The company' today was said to be
the district attorney was fleeced out
preparing to install strike breakers of $400,000
during several months by
with the aim of restoring passenger
in
the
this city and that the pogang
train service at. least Places for
lice received 10 per cent of this sum.
housing such '"' '''"yes are said to McRao's confession to
Mr. Whitman
have been arrange- - at different points-alonbeen corroborated in man 'essenhas
the Sunsat lines. President W.
B. Scott of the Sunset-Centra- l
lines tial details hy the other wire tappers,
defended the road's attitude today, all of whom are under indictment for
pointing out the object of one of the grand larceny.
Still more startling revelations are
employe's
grievances that, against
expected
untoday in the confessions of
the making of efficiency tests at
two other wire tappers who have ininto
was
places
designed
expected
dicated their willingness to tell the
sure greater safety to life.
The employes' 67 complaints in- district attorney all they know about
volve demands for reinstatement of money being paid, for police protecThese men were expected at
many engineers and others declared tion
to have been discharged in violation the district attorney's office this afof contracts; allege excessive impo- ternoon.
sition of demerits; assert many reAccording to the story told by Mcports and other information are re- - Rae and his confederates, the police
(

Continued on Page Five)

The unusual interest in the mammoth battle scenes which will be
staged next week for Romaine Fieldl
ing's great
photoplay "The
Golden God'' has resulted in the railroad excursions proposed by. The Optic Hearing a reality. .
A number of- progressive
business
wen ..of Las Vegas and the Commer
cial club yesterday banded themselves
together with but one aim in mind
that to bring several thousand people
to this city next Wednesday to see
the inner making of a real moving
picture. Everything is now ready, only waiting the final word from the
director, Mr. Fielding, that everything
will be shipshape and ready for the
spectacular sham battle on land and
in air on that day.
The magnificence and spectacular
proportions 'of this production is one
staggering belief. When it la announced that 5,000 men massed together and battling madly in a mimic
war, with hundreds of horses and dozens of cannon dashing through the
streets, spreading in their wake death,
destruction and terror, It is then not
hard to conceive of the immense proportions the finished film will posfive-ree-

(Continued on Page Five.)

THE TRAVELING AUDITOR'S REPORT ON
P
THE FINANCES OF SAN MIGUEL COUNTY

,

(

e,

making of this moving picture, th
inducement is almost a command.
The staging of the sham battle
would justify a trip of many miles to
witness, and undoubtedly hundreds
will come to Las Vegas merely to
see the production end of a photoplay.
When t merely
.studio workings of
a few people, making "some simpb;
little sccne-3-'
attract hundreds who
stand hours watching with absorbed
Interest and rapt attention
every
move of the players, every motion of
the director and every turn of the
cranls of the camera, what may; be expected when a spectacle of such magnificence as "The Golden God" is,
staged?
Las Vegas Proud cf Spectacle
It is indeed an honor bestowed up
on this city that
Mr. Fielding hap
seen fit to Stage the entire produe.
Hon in Las; Vegas. Hundreds of uniforms and rifles have arrived, to augment the large wardrobe and arsenal
of the New Mexico studios. A car
load shipment of explosives, bombs
and ammunition arrived last week,
and another large shipment i$ due to
morrow.
Fifteen thousand dollars
worth of powder will be used! In tb
battle scenes, and $30,000 is a con
servative estimate of the entire pro-

te

sess. '
'
In addition to these thrilling feawith.
must
the
so
reof
His
complied
purpose
filed, except the
reports
have been to make, it appear that the port; of the overseer of District No. 1 tures which will be incorporated in
road overseers and the county com- for the year 1909 is now on file in the biggest moving picture ever made
missioners neglected their legal duty. the office of the' county clerk, where in America and made in its entirety
Now let us point out some interesti- it should
be. 'Qury,,, representative in Las Vegas by the Lubin Slanufac-turin- g
ng, things about this statement of states that tbese reports are 14 in
company under the direction
the traveling auditor things which number, being three for each and of Romaine Fielding, will be the
go directly to the competency of that every year from 1908 to 1912, both thrilling and spectacular battle in the
official: First: The law of 1907, in inclusive, except for trie year 1909 clouds in which dare-devaviators desection 6 of chapter 53, the same which lacks the rexrt from District fying death: in their struggle in the
chapter from which the traveling aud- No. 1.
air .will be a feature worth traveling
itor quotes so nimbly, provides: "This
The county clerk also informs us hundreds of miles to witness and
act shall take effect and ne in force that Mr. Howell Earnest personally
something that is not likely to be refrom and alter January 1, 1908." The made demand of him for the records
peated in years.
traveling auditor nimbly skips this of the proceedings of the board of
Bombs Dropped from Aeroplanes
section in order to make it appear county commissioners from 1901 to
Surging like a great tide, the mass
that our county commissioners and (912, both inclusive; and that the reroad overseers violated1 the law In ports were turned over to Mr.. Earn- oi humanity struggling agaiiiiit the
As a matter of fact no est These reports show all proceed- armies or "The Golden God'' typifying
1907, also.
reports were due from the road over- - ings of the county board and among the struggle between capital and la
seers, under the law, until December, them appear the records of the filing bor,, which, according to Mr. Field

what, the law provides of the reports of road overseers,
and anyone who doubts this state- - We are unable to say whether Mr.
e
ment can react .the law for himself. Earnest or any of his assistants
general public will understand it amined these minutes. We presume
even if the traveling auditor didn't they did not At any rate, if the rec
A representative of. The Optic has ords were examined the examination
personally examined the files in the was about as slipshod a piece of of-office of the county clerk and the ficial accounting as can be imagined.
record of the proceedings of the We do not think that Mr. Earnest
board1 of county commissioners and even made search for the reports in
this is what he found:
question. If he had searched he
That for the years 190S to 1912, would! have found them. They are
both inclusive, the three road over-- Ja three pigeon hole boxes marked
eee-rof San Miguel county filed with respectively Road) District No. 1, Road
the board of county commissioners District No. 2, and ttoaJ District No,
their annual reports as required by 3. ...
the above mentioned law of 1907.
Ncnv, what shall we gay about the
This is distinctly shown by the min- - Accuracy of the report of the travel-uteof the proceedings of the board ing auditor? Ts he trying to make
simply and
of county commissioners. Our'rcpre- - politics or is h
found also that every one plelel;- - iitcoiupdcnt?
1908.
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ing's play, reaches its culmination in
1950 in a great uprising of the sleeping giant, the people, the onslought
of the troops and overhead the
of the air, the war aeroplanes,
presents a six'ctacle of mammoth pro- drad-naught-
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Washington, Nov. 14. Senate: X?.
session; meets Monday.
,7
Ranking committee, stilt div
p01"li,.:lo.
worked on currency bill report
will
ascend
Tho daring
House:
Met at noon.
over this mob and at lofty heights
r nn
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s m
,
r
drop bombs which will explode in the fenso cf hi
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air, representing advanced warfare in
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nave bill
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In Men, Women's and Children's Wearing Apparel
This sale should be cause for special Thanksgiving to all careful buyersihe items are all seasonable, such as you want just now, all are this season's merchandise, hew and desirable, the qualities are
up to the usbal Rosenwald high standard and they are offered to you when you can get a full season's
service froni your purchases. During this sale you can save one fourth to one third on your purchases
.
.
.
.
.
and yet gtt hW, stylish and seasonable merchandise.

Millinery and Ribbons

Women's Coats at Thanksgiving Prices

women' and children's trimmed liats, Including some very
doslralilo Gage models, all this season's stock at
ONE FOURTH OFF
' Moire and Satin Ribbons, six Inches wide In all the now shades,
32c
worth 40c per yard, special.
Satin and TaTteta RiUboas No. 100 all desirable colors and iost
27c
quality, worth 35c per yard, special ,
One lot or fancy Plaid Ribbons in excellent color combinations
19c
worth 25c per yard rpeclal .'
AH

$31.50 to $37.50 garments for
23.50 to 27.50 garments for
19.60 to 22.50 garments for
14.50 to 1S.00 garments fof

Our entire stock of Women's Tan, Russia and Buckskin Shoes, including the newest and best models of the season, 14 and 16 buttons,
combining tyle, quality and comfort to a maximum degree, worth
$3.50 to $5.00 a pair, special for this sale

$27.25
19.75
17.35
13.65

$32.50 to $45.00 Suits for
27.50 to 31.50 Suits for...
21.00 to 25.00 Suits for..

AH

$2.95

'

$29.00
22.50
18.75

'.

Women's Stylish Footwear of
Merit

Newest Novelties in Silk and Lace Waists

Departments

$6.50 to $7.50 WAISTS FOR $4.75

"Baby Doll'" models in the "Restshu" styles offer the greatest
possible comfort for the feet wide, roomy toe, very flexible soles and neat stylish, appearance make them especially
desirable. They come in Patent Leather with cloth tops
Price
or all Gunmetal.
$4.00

$1.50 LACE WAISTS for 98c

$3.00 to $3.50 WAISTS FOR $2.50

CHILDREN'S COAT

J1.0B
Outing flannel, 12 yards for
100
(."4c Press Ginghams, 12 yards for ..
.55- !! wool Kponge, per yard
;.'
Ncw Exclusive Drest Patterns at a Discount of 20 Per Cent
All Trimmings, Including the. Season's Novelties at a Discount of
25 Per Cent
90
to $1.25 Cotton Blankets, large size
1.50
?!." to $2.00 Cotton Blankets, full size, heavy
65
7."c and 8."c Silk Lisle double top hose
'
32
30o Hose, Silk Plaited Boot
48
,
C5c Full Plaited Hose, black and colors
1.75
Merode Union Suits, white and natural merino, worth $2.25
55
Fleeced Union Stilts, white only, worth 75c

ONE FOURTH OFF

,

im R

Established

South SidePtaa

1862

taxpayers of the county to ascertain
the right of the state board in making the raise, and if on account of
the raise any injustice has been done
to any tax payers the law provides an
ample remedy for the correction of
the same; it may be said that the
poor tax payer has no remedy for the
reason that he can not employ an
attorney. To this I will say that if
any injustice is done to any tax payer,
he does not have to bring suit to correct the error or injustice, as by a
simple petition be can bring the matter before the district court.
Section 23, of Chapter 84, of the
Laws of 1913, among other things
as follows:
"And any tax payer complaining of
any Injustice may submit his com-paito the district attorney, and if
the district attorney is satisfied that
correction or change should be made
so as to avoid injustice to the taxpayer, i, shall be his duty to submit
the matter to the district court and
ask; for an order that such correction
be made, without cost to the taxpayer
injuriously affected."
I can see no legal reason for the
board of county commissioners of
Santa Fe county to in any manner
whatsoever be a party to any proceedLaws of 1913.
assessor from
Mr. Read's letter to the chairman of ing to enjoin the county
made by the state
raise
the
folentering
Is
as
the county commissioners

M1

j

end
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Hand la

llMi

A
f

s

lows:

Praises This Recedy
for Lung Trouble

Santa Fe, N. M., Xov. 12, 1913.
Hon. Jose Ortiz y Pino,
Chairman of the Board of County
Commissioners of Santa Fe County, Santa Fe, N. M.

1

Many people are led to believe that
Lunz Trouble Is a disease whiouas cannot
ainnj
be conquered. Tills ia wrong,benlrn.
have fully recovered their some, tintA
haa
helped
climate
of
changemore have been restored to nealtn
many
by breathing the freshest air, eating
wholesome food, being temperate
quul-itle- a
in their habits and adding the atome
medicine
of Kckman'a Alterative,
InvestiTroubles.
for Throat and

Pear Sir:

Then" U notliinu

that stinml. es

di-

gestion and enables you to t-- t vitality, energy and
strei ;:th from tue focjdyou cat !ii

In reply to your inquiry as to whether or not the board of county commissioners of Santa Fe county should be
made a party to enjoin the county assessor from proceeding to place
the assessment
rolls
of
upon
Santa Fe county the raise made by
the state board of equalization for the
year 1913,1 will say that I believe thr.t
the state board had the right to make
the raise under the provisions of Sw.
54, of the Laws of 1913.
j 13, of Chapter
,
If the stale board did not have ihe
Jrigh to make the raise, or if they
their power, the county com-- ;
I abused
inlsaioners are not the real party in

I

It con! i"Pd t'.ie Jul.'"1; J ll'iol m.ik-inand system building qualities of
g

rile

frrain, carefully malted, so
to t!ie weak and rundown.
No family should be without it Buy
a bot.!3 today. Be sure the "Old

w.irk ia on the
t

of

pur--

.

iiSs
l

;

interest to bring suit to determine
whether the etate board abused their
is
power or not, if any tax payer
hurt by the action of the state board
he cm brintr an. individual suit for
hn1!. i:if, and in the name of all other

board of equaiftion on the assessment rolls of SanU'Fe county for the
year 1913, and my advice would be to
let some one else enjoin the county
assessor if they desire, and that the
county commissioners of Santa Fe
county be not a party in the action
taken against the county assessor.
Yours very truly,
ALEXANDER

.

READ.

District Attorney.
Eddy County Schools
A, E. Bailey, county superintendent
of Eddy county, has filed with the

state educational department, the

re-

port on Eddy county schools. This
shows 81 teachers employed, including
The number
Carlsbad and Artesia.
of schools with one teacher is 2i;
number with two teachers, 3; number
with three teachers, 2; number of
schools with four' or more teachers,
5. i Nine schools in the county run for
five months, one for six, two for seven, nine for eight months, and eight
for nine months. Only three teachers
In the county hold third grade certificates, 19 hold second grade and
the balance are first grade, five year
or life certificates.
In the United States Court
John S. Tarin was arrested at Lamy
last night by U. S. Deputy Marshal,
Baca and will be arraigned this after
noon before Judge William H. Pope
in the TJ. S. district court, on the
charge of robbing the mails. Train is
a reform school youth who was par-- i
doned and then, got into new, mischief.

against the banks for thetaxes for
the first half of 1912, and these actions
were today dismissed on motion of
the district attorney.
Herring to Roswell
Adjutant General Harry T. Herring
left this afternoon for Roswell, where
he will spend the next few days getting his affairs in shape, preparatory
to actively taking up the work with
the National Guard. He expects to
return some time next week. Captain
James Baca has been assisting the
new adjutant general with the details
of the office, Captain Baca having until reecntly been detailed as clerk in
the adjutant general's office.

hnblt-formi-

cold

:

"Don't sit in a draughty car."
"Don't sleep in hot rooms."
"Don't avoid the fresh air."
"Don't stuff yourself at meal time.
Overeating reduces your resistance."
To which we would add when you
take a cold to get rid of it as quickly
as possible. To accomplish that you
will find Chamberlain's Cough RemSold by all dealedy most excellent.
ers. Adv.

wide variety of problems relating to,
scientific management of farms.
Tonight
Tonight if you feel dull and stupid,
or bilious and constipated, take a
dose of Chamberlain's Tablets and
you will feel all right tomorrow. For
sale by all dealers. Adv.
FIFTH WEDDING ANNIVERSARY
Washington, Nov. 14. The Assistant Secretary of Sta.te and Mrs. Dudley Field Malone received numerous
congratulations and presents today on
the occasion of their fifth wedding
anniversary. Mrs. Malone was Miss
Mary P. O'Gorman, daughter of United States Senator O'Gorman.
The
couple were married in New York
November '14, 1908.

FARM MANAGEMENT EXPERTS
ALA. F. L Willis,
Washington, Nov. 14. The Amerisuffered greatly from asthma and can Farm
Management
association,
bronchitis. He writes: "I got no relief until I took Foley's Honey and with a membership embracing farm
Cause of Insomnia
Tar Compound.
It entirely removed management experts in all sections
The most common cause of insom-nl- a
those choking sensations, and never of the country, began its third annual
is disorders of the stomach and
failed to produce an easy and com- convention
of this city today. The constipation.
Chamberlain's Tablets
fortable condition of the throat and
correct these disorders anol enable
lungs. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross sessions will last two days and will you to sleep. For sale
by all dealers
be devoted to the consideration of a
Drug Store. Adv.
Adv.

1

CAPITAL PAID IN
SURPLUS
$100,000.00

i

vi

f'ran

$50,000.00

ijontngbam, President.
Springer. VlcvPresldem

New Incorporation

The Southwestern Metal Manufacturing company of Albuquerque, John
Herkenhorf, agent, filed incorporation
papers with the state corporation
commission today. The capital stock
is f25,000, divided into $100 shares.
ease;
gate this Bowline
Green, Ky., K No. 4
I
of
liX'ti
nQ
The
The
prlnir
company starts business with
"Gentlemen:
I triea
a severe cough for six month.
recom$3,000
doctors
subscribed, held by the follow- a
my
medicine
that
all the
for
mended to me, tint no results came
who are the incorporators: F. W.
would
ing
and
sweats,
had
I
night
better.
the
'
J"! V',kJ Sutton, teu shares, Spencer, Okla.;
cntirn and pit
could hardly do any hlng. But
V. E. White, ten shares.
Junction,
Jan.ea Peering, of Glasgow
Spencer
In one
I try jour medicine.
an
was
It. B. Sutton, San Antonio, N.
improvewlek'a that
Okla.;
there"
quite
time
I
bad
after
ment In niv comiittou, I and
M., five shares, and Anna D. Sutton,
wel aa
felt
ttken several bottlesI
that San
firmly believe case
ever In niv life.
Antonio, N. M., five shares.
Alterative will relieve any
Eckman-'
of lung trouble it taken before the last
Tax Suits Filed
"(Affidavit)
A. C. BETTERSWOHTH
Suits' were filed in the district court
(Above abbreviated; more on request.)
proven
today against the First National and
Kckman'a Alterative has keen ef
tloaclous
many vara' teat toandbe uioat Affection,
the State National banks to compel
I.ung
for severe Throat
liro.HbtMs Bronchial Asthma. Mnhhorn
payment of taxes levied against these
Uie
in
unbuilding
Coltls and
no narcotics, polwiis or
institutions for the year 1912, says the g
booklet
for
telling
flnira.
of recover!, and write to fccktnan
Albuquerque Herald. The banks claim
evilaboratory. Philadelphia. Pa., for
that their taxes are excessive and for
dence. For sale bv all leading drujsulsta
and E. . Murphey and Central Drug this reason have resisted payment
Some months ago suiits were filed
CoOmpany.
A--

' Declare War on Colds
crusade of education which aims
"that common colds may become uncommon within the next generation"
has been begun by prominent New
York physicians. Here is a list of the
"don'ts" which the doctors say will
prevent the annual visitation of the
A
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"Rosenwald Specials" are exceptionally well made shoes, combining style and comfort. They come in Patent, Velvet,
Suede, Gunmetal, Vici Kid and all iShades of tan. $3.50 to $5.00..
"Ultra" S'hoes will give you the maximum value for your mon$3.50 to $4.00
ey. In Patent, Gunmetal and Vici Kid at
"Hanan" Shoes reach the highest perfection in footwear. Pat- en, Gunmetal, and Vici Kid in Turns or Welts.. $6.50 and $7.00
We are showing a complete line of evening slippers in all desirable leathers and fabrics at
3.50 to $4.00

Las Veas'LoadingStorG

the chairman, Jose Ortiz y Pino, who
A had requested legal advica on the sub
ject. Mr. Read upholds the state board
of equalization, but states that a
method of relief is afforded the tax
TAX
payer who is honestly injured by the
raises ordered.
In discussing the taxation matter
HUDDLE
today, a point was brought out, by a
man familiar with the situation, which
is also prominently mentioned in Mr.
COMMITTEE OF MERCHANTS' OR- Read's letter. That
is, that to the tax
GANISATION TO BE BEHIND
payer who has made an honest return
THE ACTION
of his property, a means of relief is
if he is unjustly affected by a
offered,
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 1. A tax blanket raise, such as was compained
suit growing out of tlx meeting of of at the
meeting last week. This rethe Merchants' association last v t'ek lief is also without cost to him, tf h
will probably be filed late this after is
unjustly injured, but it is not a
noon or tomorrow, according to memsafe remedy for a man who has not
bers of the committee named at that made an honest return, for it is cermeeting. This action was taken after tain to develop a perjury charge,
it became evident that the county either
growing out or his original
commissioners did not favor the Sdea sworn statement, or his petition to the
of filing a blanket suit as was done court for relief. If his original return
by the commissioners iu Eddy county. was
just and fair, a raise is unfa'r
The commissioners were probably and. he ia entitled to relief, hut if he
influenced in this decision by a letter turned in his property for less than Its
from District Attorney Alex Read to taxable value, (when the law requires
a sworn statment), and then applies
--1
e 4
for relief, he Is liable for punishment
for perjury. See Sec. 10, Chap. h

FILES
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Exclusive Styles In Women's Suits

,

Attractive Values From

Extra Shoe Special

-

$30,000 00

With the San Miguel National Bank

SVm. Q. HAYDON
H. W. KELLY
D.

'BANK

T. H05KINS
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the Lambs Club by Leo Newman, a
speculator, for $300.
"Most of the speculation was in ?3
seats, and of these between 350 and
450 sets were sold, according to the
statements made by Tyson & Co.,
Leo
Newman, Morris ' Blau
ticket
and other
agencies and speculators. The tickets sold by the speculators were in most cases bought by
them in small lots over the counter."
The largest single lot traded in, so
far as can be ascertained, was a batch
of 30 sets bought by Henry L. Young,
treasurer of the Globe theater, who
got them, he says, from a stranger.
Six $3 seats sold by McBride for $100
have been traced to the lot of tickets
delivered to Capt. Kreuscher. Others
have been traced to an employe in a
newspaper office.
But in none of the instances where
it has been possible to trace tickets
were they sold to speculators by the
original purchasers from the club.
Commenting on the sale of the $2
seats the report says that within
half an hour after the booths were
opened on the mornings of the games
tickets were in the hands of speculat;
ors.
"Donovan, a ticket seller for the
club," the
report continues, "was
caught in the act of passing a bundle
of 100 $2 tickets through a window!
to Ruby Weller, a speculator. Weller
testified he had paid Donovan a bonus of $100 for'the tickets. Harry Fel-gsaid that within fifteen minutes
after the booths opened he bought
from Shea at window No. 2 100 $1
admission tickets, paying therefor
$125, and within an hour bought an-- ;
other hundrpd at the same price. At
least three other ticket sellers were
doing what Shea did."
The report, comments as follows on
the activities of the detective agency
run by Harry V. Dougherty, brother
of the deputy police commissioner:
"Members of the Dougherty military police, hired by ,the baseball
e,

EffOFff

Or anything else that is

generally difficult to bake with
economy and success you'll
find one heaping teaspoonful of

BLOCKS OF SEATS FOR
WORLD'S SERIES WENT TO
NEW YORK COPS

MANY

District Attorney Whitman yesterday made public his report on the speculation in
tickets for the recent world's basemore efficient, purer and easier
ball seriea. After extensive investito use than any other Baking
gation by Deputy Assistant District.
Power
conobtainable at any price.
Attorney Lockhart, Mr. .Whitman
New
of
the
officials
the
cludes that
York club tried to prevent speculation, but were unable to do so.
'
Some of those who received 'big
blocks of reserved seat tickets were:
Deputy Police Commissioner Dougherty, 88 sets of three tickets each;
Capt. Day of the Amsterdam avenue
police station, 100 sets; Capt. Kreuscher of the One Hundred and
precinct, Brooklyn, 50 sets; J.
H. Tonjes of the Colonial Hotel, 25
sets' and two boxes; W. R. Sheehan, I
secretary to Commissioner Waldo, 26
Club, 35; Police ed over by him to three Brooklyn sa person's other allotment. As Sheehan
sets; Greenroom
loon keepers. Six of Capt. Day's sets is out of the
Capt. John C. Cray, 4; Joseph F.
city the district attorney
first deputy city clerk, 8; J. went 'to Inspector Titus, ten to forno report from him about the dis
has
J. Wbite, for the board of aldermen, mer Inspector Hayes, nine to. Lieut.
and Wrenn of the O'Neill, ten to "Eddie'1 Glennon and posal of his tickets.
SO, and Doonan
The report continues:
Hotel Braddock, 20. James Foster, six to Inspector Daly. Two of Day's
for the New York Fire Department, blocks went to Deputy Commissioner
"Very few. of the boxes reached the
'
got 25 sets of J2 tickets sold before McKay.
hands of speculators. One box delivgames from the office of the club.
Eighteen seats received by Deputy ered on October 6 to Mr. James E.
Thirteen more went to Alderman Commissioner Dougherty
went to Caffney and by hira sold to Isadore
White.
Deputy Commissioner McKay and 30 Mehrbaeb. of Fiss, Dooer & Caroll, at
Of this list the only tickets traced to Chief Quigley of the Rochester box office price of $75, and by him
into the hands of the speculators Fire Department. Others went to transferred at the same price to
were six, sent originally to Capt. friends in and out of the department, Irving Mehrbach of No. 37 Liberty
Kreuscher. The report shows that including 18 seats which went to street, within half an hour after the
"0 of the sets he received were hand-- Sheehan in addition to the latter last named received it, was sold at
New
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The art department, under the direction of Miss Murray, Is preparing
an exhibit for the teachers' meeting;
and it will be one of tie best if not
the finest at the association.

Home Can Afford to Be Without
a Mild, Reliable Laxative-Toni- c

No
home shouud be
without a laxative, for there is scarcely a day in a family of several persons that someone doesn't complain
of a headache, of sleeplessness, or
show the firsts signs of a cold.
A laxative then becomes a necessity or what was a trifling congestion
at the beginning may run into a serious cold or fever. No harsh remedy
is needed, but simply a mild laxative-tonithat will make the liver active
and stir up the bowels. People who
have tried a great many things, and
are themselves heads of families,
who have seen the little ills run to
big ones, will tell you that there is
nothing better than Dr. Caldwell's
Syrup Pepsin, which you can obtain
at any drug store for fifty cents or
one dollar a bottle, the latter being
the family size.
Among the great believers in Syrup
Pepsin for constipation in old or
young, and as a general household
emergency remedy, is Mrs. M. F.
Smith, 710 N. Cherry St.,' San Antonio, Tex. To use her own words,
she says she will bless Dr. Caldwell
to her dying day for she believes
that through his remedy, Syrup Pep
sin, Bhe found the way to permanent
good health.
vr. uamweus syrup Pepsin is
compounded and its purity
d

Frank Landau is working hard oa
his oration and by the time we go to
Albuquerque he will have it in the
best possible shape. With the hearty
support of the school he will go into
the contest with a spirit that cannot
help but foretelj victory.
--

V

o

Next week the term endi examina
tions will be held and on this account
MRS. M. F. SMITH
the students are applying themselves
doubly hard to their lessons and ate
is vouched for. Mothers give it to
cutting society.
tiny babies, and grown people, taking
a little larger amount, find It equally
Another decoration fpr the assem
effective. It is mild and gentle, pleasant-t- bly hall has been purchased in
's
asting
and free from griping.
Relics.
This is by the same
It does not hide behind a high man as the large frieze, tlie "Dancsounding name and is absolutely free ing Puttl," which was donated by
from any prohibited ingredient. Fam- Charles Ilfeld, and is taken from the
ilies who once use Syrup Pepsin for- altar at Padua. The Relics is in six
ever after avoid cathartics, salts, pills sections, the figure of a cherubim.
and other harsh medicines, for these being the main part in each.
only do temporary good, are nauseous and a shock, to any delicate
Several new books have been addsystem. Such things should never be ed to the library and with the current magazines makes this place exgiven to children,
Families wishing to try a free sam cellent for reference work and great'
ple bottle can obtain it postpaid by ly aids the student in, the preparation
of his studies.
addressing Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 419
Washington St., Monticello, 111. A
The junior picnic, which was to
postal card with your name and ad
have
been held tomorrow, was postdress on it will do.
poned In order that the glee clubs
clui) to preserve order, were openly TO PLAN UNITED LIQUOR FIGHT and orchestra might have the time
demanding and receiving from would-bColumbus, O., Nov. 14. Following for practice. TJhose who are to go
to Albuquerque have been chosen and
purchasers a dollar apiece to pass in the wake of the biennial convention
are
working bard ou the pieces that
them through the lines, and openly of the
League of America, are to
be rendered there. The glee
seats
in
two
or
the
first
three which, closed its four days' session
selling
rows ot the bleachers, which were be- yesterday, another, even larger and club will be a mixed one, having 12
20 girls.
The orchestra is
more Important gathering in the in- boys and
ing held down by hoys.,
It appears that the National Exhi- terest of prohibition opened here to advancing rapidly and without doubt
bition Company made a sincere en- day. The gathering includes repre- will be the best at the meeting of
the teachers.
deavor to keep out of the hands of sentatives and duly appointed delethe speculators the tickets sold upon gates of practically all temperance
The Trigonian society met this
order before the games, and that and prohibition organizations of the
and completed plans for a,
morning
these tickets came into the hands country, of the various religious and
which is to be given to the
reception
of speculators frotn others than the
organizations and many Phllomathean society next Saturday
'
original purchasers."
hundreds of persons not directly con night. After this ehort business
The district attorney finds there is nected with any society or other or
meeting a delightful program, conno chance for criminal prosecution ganization engaged
in the fight sisting of a debate and the reading
except in the case of those ticket against liquor, but greatly interested of the weekly society paper, waa
sellers who disposed of blocks of in the subject for scientific, sociologiven.
tickets in violation of Section No. gical, hygienio or other reasons. To
429 of the Penal Code.
Rut he has Drlng about an amalgamation and to
peMonday morning the last i
prepared an ordinance, to be present- plan a united educational and legisla riod for the term was held, th
ed to the aldermen, which he believes tive campaign against the
liquor evil grades being visitors. The school
will prevent similar scandals in the Is the objetc of the large gathering
song and many others were sung with
future.
v :
which will remain in session several vigor.
days. Many noted advocates of proCHILD WELFARE EXPERTS
hibition are among those in attendA new Wales adding machine
Washington; Nov. 14. The four- ance and will deliver addresses and been purchased for use In the m
day session of the fourth annual take part in the discussions of the tary'g office, and soon will !
inmeeting of the American Society for plans to he formulated for a concerted stalled.
the Study and Prevention of Infant campaign against liquor.
The! board of regents has purchased
Mortality, which opened here today
has attracted a large number of child YOUR HAIR MAY BE
a multigraph, which with the adding
welfare experts, physicians, statisti
YOUR FORTUNE machine is a great addition to the
Beautiful hah- has made the fortune equipment of the school and it shows
cians, and. representatives of various
boards and organizations in some of many a woman, by adding charm that the board is alive
regarding the
way concerned with the welfare of and loveliness to ail otherwise plain question of equipment
infants. Dr. L. Emmett Holt of New face. Nothing means more to good
York, the president of the organiza- looks than beautiful hair. It adds to
Three more students have entered
tion, called the gathering to order the attractiveness of every feature. school since Monday.
J. C. Johnson,
Without it you can't be beautiful; Jr., has registered in the
and will preside at all meetings.
commercial
and prenatal care are with it you will be at least pretty.
department, while Gretchen Koons enlo have beautiful hair, use Har- tered the second grade and Alice
two of the most important subjects
It will im Clark the eighth.
which will be discussed during the mony Hair Beautifier.
of your hair, taking
the
prove
beauty
be
which
will
Other
meeting.
topics
taken up and discussed fully by the away the dull harshness and string!
scores of delegates include problems ness, softening and polishing every would Make Them Better f They
Could
of Infant hygiene and infant feeding, hair in your head and malting it soft,
The makers of Foley Kidney TVU
to
easier
and
silky,
up
glossy,
put
know that they have absolutely tno
standards of training for infant' weland
fare nursing, continuation schools of keep, in place, and at the same lime best combination of curative
and lasting rose fra healing medicines for kidney and
the relation of vital giving It a rich
will delignt both you and bladder ailments and urinary irregustatistics to plans for social better grance that
larities that It is possible to nroduc.
those around, you.
That iB why Foley Kidney Pills s.o
ment, and the relation of the plan
Very easy to apply dimply sprinkle the best medicine for the purpose
for the conservation of infant life to
a little on your hair each time before you can buy. O. G. Schaefer and Rt-the general ideals of oonsemHion.
brushing it. It contains no oil, and Cross Drug Store. Adv.
Among those who have been placed will not
change the color of the hair,
on the program for discussion of the
COLLEGE HEAD INSTALLED
nor darken gray hair.
N. Y., Nov. 14. In tho
subject of prenatal care, which will
Geneva,
To
your hair and scalp dan
be taken up at tomorrow's session, is druff-fre-e keep and
of a potable gathering of
presence
use
clean,
Harmony
Mrs. Max West of the United States
scientists and publicists
Shampoo. This pure liquid shampoo educators,
children's bureau, who is the author
from all over the country Dr. Lyman
an
instantaneous
rich
lather
gives
P. Powell was formally inaugurated
of the recently published govern- that immediately penetrates to
every
ment document on prenatal care.- Dr.
of
hair
and scalp, insuring a today as president of Hobart college.
part
J. W. Schereschewsky of the public quick and thorough cleansing. Wash The new president came to Ilobait
from New York university, where Lo
health service, has been assigned to ed off
just as quickly, the entire op was
lead the discussion on the relation of eration takes only a few moments.
professor of business ethics, lia
of Delaware and was eduis
a
native
heat and Infant mortality. A sympoBoth preparations come in
sium on the use of vital statistics in ed, very ornamental bottles, with cated at Johns Hopkins university,
preserving infant life will be opened sprinkler tops. Harmony Hair Beauti the University of Wisconsin and' the
University of Pennsylvania.
by Dr. W. C. Woodward, health offi fier, $1.00.
Harmony Shampoo, 50c.
cer of the District of Columbia, This Both guaranteed to satisfy you in ev
will include brief statements by va- ery way, or your money back. Sold
A.
tight feeling m t" j tlr t at
rious health officers and others on in this community only at .our store
panied by a short, dry cough, hvU,
the necessity of bettering the system The Rexall Store one of the more cates an inflamed condition In th
ot keeping birth statistics in this than 7,000 leading drug stores of the lungs. To relieve it i1"buv le- ("!. "
size BALLARD
HO
i
country. Dr. Cressy L. Wilbur of the TJnitedi States, Canada and Great Brit- UP; you pet i'h (
i
i' t
census bureau is expected to be one ain, which own the big Marmony lab- HERRTCK'S RTT P I V T? po '
,
oratories in Boston, where the many PLASTER for tli rhe-- t
of the speakers on that subject
lie
an! tbe i
Celebrated Harmony Perfumes and relaxes the tUVni
tlio tnflijja
r t
Toilet Preparations are made. E..G. draws out
ideal combination fjr cu.u ' i
More Bottles Sold Each year
and
Douglas Sts.,
Murphey, cor. Sixth
' . '
.
It is easy to' understand why an Kaat
settled in the
las Vegas, N. M. Adv.
Imereasing number of bottles of Fotral Drug Co Adv.
ley's Honey and Tar Compound is
sold yearly. Thos. Verran, 286 EdIn damp, chlllv weather there la
"Macbeth" lias rt
ward Street, Houghton, Mich., gives always a laree. demand, for. BAI.
an excellent reason when h 'writes: LARD'S SNOW LINIMENT because In Japanese in 1c'
"Foley's Honey mi Tar Compound many people who know by experience time. Usulnont I1
has always proven an effective rem- its igreat relieving power In rheu chief imna la t i :
edy, quickly relieving tickling in the matic aches and pains, pr ire to
c
Price
throat, and stopping the coutrh. with apply it at the first tv i
?
was
k
hardly
no bad after effects. O. Q. Schaefer 250, 50c and $1.00 per U
Sold
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
cellent perfor p
bv Central Drug Co. Adv.
Don-atello-
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SMALLPOX is prevented by vaccination
the injection of vaccine.
DIPHTHERIA is prevented by the injection of
These enable the body to produce substances which prevent the growth of
smallpox and diphtheria germs in the blood.
There are many other diseases, nearly, if not quite as dangerous, and far more
anti-toxi- n.

--

common typhoid fever, the grippe, bronchitis, pneumonia, catarrh, rheumatism,
and a score of others that can be prevented less painfully and more easily by making
the body strong to resist germ infection.
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home-makin-

mmuniisnoini
(With Hypophosphites)
Is designed for the prevention as well as the relief of disease

by enabling the body to overcoma
the germs. It, at the same time, strengthens and tones the nerves, nourishes the blood, puts the entire
system into a proper healthy condition to combat and successfully resist disease.

Every person not ip perfect health has incipient germs
of some distressing ailment in his or her system.
Cold weather,
excesses of any kind, are
liable to bring about just the conditions under which
those latent disease germs will get the upper hand, and
'
put you on your back " down sick."
tired-ou- t,
You who are
nervous
You who, though not sick enough to give up, still
don't feel good
,'
You who are apparently well, and teanl to stay well
Take home a bottle of Rexall Olive Oil Emulsion today, and use it as a means to get well and keep well.
Rexall Olive Oil Emulsion is a real nerve-foo- d
over-wor- k,

run-dow-

n,

tonic

In this it is different from most other
tonics " which either have no food value and do nothing more than temporarily stimulate you, leaving you in
a worse condition
than before or, having food value, still
'

so-call- ed
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Sold in this community only at
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are so unpleasant to take that many people can't keep
them down.
Rexall Olive Oil Emulsion is pleasant to take. The
Hypophosphites it contains tone the nerves. The pure
Olive Oil nourishes both nerves and blood
Rexall Olive Oil Emulsion strengthens you, puts snap
and ginger and vitality into your system. It makes you
feel better and stronger. It improves your digestion and
your bowel action.
contains no alcohol nor any dangerous or habit forming

drugs.
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It is guaranteed to be just as represented above to
do all that is claimed above
to satisfy you in every
way, or your money back without quibble or question.
Enough for full two weeks' treatment, $1.00.
Sold only at The Rexall Stores

the World's greatest
and always with a full guarantee of comDrug Stores
plete satisfaction, or your money back.

E.' G. Murphey

Cor. 6th. and Douglas Sis.

E. Las Vegas, N. Hex
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L. M. Ross, of this city, was
Donald "nor his creator knows what petence, irregularities, graft, pecula- Robert
TO-BTE1ED
tinctured
deputy treasurer under Mr. Ewiieio
tions and embezzlement,
the governor will do.
I
J
the
entire
coven
u;
with
and
viciousness
period
poliduring
A special session of the legislature plentifully
ON CliABGE OF LIBEL
called for the purpose of remedying tics, hurled at them. The governor Mr. Earnest's report, and doubtless
ESTABLISHED 1879.
affairs
the tax situation could accomplish of the state thought so much and 60 knows something about the
of the treasurer's office. In an open
nothing for three very good reasons: fondly of Mr. Earnest's report that
newsto
letter published in this paper yester HIS CASE WILL BE THE FIRST
It
of
the
a
the governor would not approve any he gave large part
Published by
TRIED fiT THE NOVEMBER .
Mr. Ross said that Mr. Romero
law that didn't add to his power; no papers. And he did about the same day
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
TERM
not
He
short
his
in
stated
was
cash.
report.
the
Eddy county
legislative enactment can change the thing with
(Incorporated.)
was
Mr. Earnest's attention
the
that
officials
say
The
county
of
board
Eddy,
personnel of the present
The first case set for hearing at
did it in a fit of soreness specifically called to an omission by
M. M. PADGETT
Editor. equalization an election is necessary governor
tohim (Mr. Earnest) of three cash the fall term of the district court for
for that; and, lastly, no revenue law because of that county's attitude
of
actions
items, checks, and that thereupon Mr. San Miguel county is that of the state
can remedy the evils mat have al- ward the perfectly asinine
Earnest corrected his memorandum against Felipe M. Chacon, who is
of
board
state
the
equalization.
ready been thrust upon us by the
C. de
We wonder if the governor expects and the treasurer's accounts balanced charged with libeling Manuel r
action of the board. Only
associate-editois
Mr.
Chacon
Baca.
cents.
53
within
us
should
of
a
acquiesce
meekly
that all
do that. To have
Entered at the postofrice at East the courts may
All who know Mr, Ross, whether resi- of La Voz Del Pueblo, a publication of
session of the legislature in what we honestly believe is wrong
Bpeclal
transNew
Las Vegas,
Mexico, for
of this or other .communities in this city.
dents
we
think
to
what
submit
be to waste thousands of dol and tamely
mission jthrough the United States would
The trial call for the opening days
the
state,
of
the
actions
The
implicitly believe .that he
is
an
not
we
are
and
outrage.
lars of public money,
malls as second class matter.
his
This
in
letter.
the term has cases set as follows:
truth
tells
the
of
in
open
"equalizing"
now in a position to waste even a board of equalization
been
has
of
the
so,
wrong
grevous
members
Monday, November 17
some
being
the
of
of
maybe
board
If the
equalization
penn.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
vs. Felipe M. Chacon.
State
either
Mr.
did
are
done
inadvertently
Romero,
had acted intelligently;, if it had board think that is what they
is due
Dally, by Carrier
An
Y. Lujan vs. British American
And
Jose
we
or
design.
wrone
explanation
and
by
both
outrageous.
of
the values
agricultural
$ .05 equalized
Fer Copy
as between the counties instead wonder what the officials of Eddy fronOTr. Earnest not fany time, but Assurance company.
.15 lands
One Week
Jose Y. Lujan vs. Hartford Fire Inthose values more unequal; county think about the governor and now,
.65 of making
one Month
surance
company.
had not lowered the caluatlons his traveling auditor Don't you think
7.50 if it
One Year
Jose Y. Lujan vs. Westchester Fire
and raised the a change would be a pretty good
railroad
of
property
NEW
"EATS"
NO
Dally, by Mail
Insurance company.
valuations on property of individuals; thing? Such actions as the governor
$6.00
Sunday's dinner will be along conOne Year
the and Howell Earnest have been guilty
Tuesday, November 18
favored
had
in
effect,
If
not,
it
ventional lines, as the market shows
- 3.00
Six Months
vs. Vivian Chavez.
State
recall
us
the
that
convince
almost
of
peothe
of
the
railroads at,
expense
State vs. Jacobo Brito.
exnot as evil an instru-me- n no great amount of new stuff. The
is
officials
of
done
not
had
it
if
everything
STOCK
ple;
WEEKLY OPTIC AND
is growing
State vs. Felix Garcia.
as we have sometimes thought stock of fresh vegetables
cept equalize, the state would not
GROWER
the
In
fruits
pmallef.
ipractlcally
State vs. Ramon Lucero.
con- it to be.
financial
In
a
now
be
precarious
$2.00
One Year .r
same lineup as last week appears,
State vs. Anastacio Blea.
l.OO dition.
.
Six Months
although grapes and pears are a
State vs. Teodoro Gomez '
No law passed by the legislature,
State vs. Victoriano Padllla.
AX EXPLANATION DUli
either In special or regular session,
(Cash in Advance for Mail
in view
the
With Thanksgiving
State vs. Aniceto Tapia.
we
the
have
as
so
will
help
Subscriptions)
long
in
will
market
up
vs. Juan Benavidez.
pick
necessarily
State
esRemit by check, draft or money Present majority members of our
Accuracy and intelligence are
the next
within
and
vs. Agustin Alemand.
quantity
quality
State
audnot
in
the
will
wo
Thus
sential
far
otherwise
they
traveling
order. If sent
i board of equallzatloon.
qualities
so that by next Friday a more
State ts. Dlonicio Quintana.
e responsible for loss.
have not shown that they know even itor of the state. If either quality be week,
.
elaborate list may be presented for
State vs. Monico Tafoya
Specimen copies free on application. the first principles about equalization lacking in the Incumbent of that of.'!?
housewife.
of
Mathews.
vs.
W.
J.
the
the
State
eye
of values for the purpose of taxation. fice, he may, inadvertently or inten
State vs. Benigno Gonzales.
AT
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
Any law that gives them more power tionally, depending upon whether he
State vs. Isldro Torres.
EXPIRATION OF TIME
them
enable
one
of
will
or
other
the
the
lacks
now
qualihave
than they
INTEREST IS GROWING
vs. Juan D. Martinez.
PAID FOR
State
ecoto commit further injuries to the
ties, do a county official a very grave
Following is the standing today in
November 19
ofWednesday,
state.
almost
the
and
irreparable wrong by
nomic structure of
the Jacoby vote contest:
vs.
Baca.
Fidel
State
Advertisers are guaranteed the
Aside from all this, and assuming ficially reporting shortages and irreg- Miss
16,999
Wright
Henry G. Coors vs. O. E. 'Hartley, et
largest daily and weekly circulation that the present members of the ularities where none exist. If such
Bloom
Miss
.....12,473
New
northern
in
als.
of any newspaper
board are competent, which most of a wrong is done through lack of ac- Miss Burns
10,621
Mexico.
Lydia M. McNalr vv H. C. Kroner.
them are not, legislation will not help curacy and by inadventure, a simple Edwin Rosenthal
2,678
E. M. Bagwell vs. S. B. Rohrer, et al.
us out of our present difficulties. Our acknowledgment by the traveling aud-ito- r C. C.
1,793
Gero
TELEPHONES
Cruz Lucero vs. Manuelita S. de
will partially remedy the harm
only appeal , is to the courts, not to
1,652 Lucero.
Max
Ilfeld
2
Main
Office
Business
stateno
such
If
done.
has
he
that
the legislature.
1,008
.News Department
Main 9
J.' Mario Montoya vs. Thomas B.
ment is forthcoming, and if the trav- Fred Lewis
The figures show a substantial in- Catron, et al.
his
error
in
in
is
auditor
really
eling
crease made by each of the contestFRIDAY, NOVEMBER 14, 1913.
TIIE OFFICIALS
charge, he will stand convicted as beants. "Daddy" Jacoby is greatly
and
in
both accuracy
ing deficient
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
A SPECIAL SESSION
pleased with the work being done. As
The Optic extends its sympathy to integrity.
New
York, Nov. 14 Stocks In which
November
on
19,
contest
closes
the
the officials of Eddy county. The Mr. Howell Earnest has officially
existed
bea vulnerable short interthere
will
be
some hard effort
expended
There recently have appeared state- traveling auditor has charged them charged that on July 31, 1912, Mr.
est
rose
for a time today, but
are
which
The
smartly
date.
fore
prizes,
that
in
Romero was $804.62 short
ments in the press to the effect that with nearly every class of crime in
In R. J. Taupert's dis- the buying power went entirely out
on
exhibition
of
as
treasurer
San
we
cash
his
and
Miguel
presume
Oovernor McDonald will call a spec- the official calendar
of the market after the initial bulge.
ial session of the legislature tp rem- that his failure to charge them with county. This is a very serious charge, play window, are attracting a great
Subsequent quotations were at sucdeal
attention.
to
unof
one
tends
was
that
and
if
place
true,
edy the tax situation. Other state- all is due to the fact that he
cessively lower levels, and most of
Mr. Romero in an extremely bad' and
ments have been made that the gov- able rather than unwilling to do so.
5
the early advance was eliminated.
cents
of
Wanted
clean
rags.
Good,
ernor will do no such thing. The
The San Miguel county officials unfavorable light irrespective
'
Sentiment was more cheerful at
Office.
Mr
untrue.
or
true
incomOptic
it
pound.
whether
be
per
41
McMr.
of
is
neither
have
had
alleged
that
truth probably
pages
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So many pretty garments here that it is really a pleasure to
show them. An inspection off these garments will convince you;
of their intrinsic value serviceable as well as showy they are
bound to appeal to the most fastidious taste.

Gowns made of the finest nainsook and cambris trimmed in desirable laces and embroideries. Some in colored rose buds.
Prieea

84c to S9.98
ni

marl! u m hottoms

some

them a
prices range

slit styles among

big bunch of pretty skirts is here for your approval
from
,i

)

Oct

TAUPERT'S
first, largely on account of indicat-- l
tions that the Mexican government
was preparing to yield to this country's demands," but the situation was
too indefinite to encourage extensive
operation on the long side. Another
restraining factor was the selling of
New Haven, coupled with various reports as to changes in its financial
plans. The stock once more touched
a new low record at 75. Bonds
were steady.
Missouri Pacific sold a point under
yesterday's close and New Haven continued downward to 7514.
Some renewal of buying operations
occurred late in the day which pulled
up the leaders to near the early high
figures.
The market closed firm. Evening
up of contracts facilitated the late recovery, but the movement lacked spirit and prices ran off whenever buying slackened. Speculators were in
doubt as to the precise nature of the
Mexican situation and the frequent
changes in prices was attributable to
this uncertainty. The close was as
follows:
:.
70
Amalgamated Copper
, i . .162
Sugar, bid
. . . 92V8
Atchison
..".". .307'
Northern Pacific '
; . . . :'. . . . .160
Reading
85
Southern Pacific
150
Union Pacific
United States Steel ....... f.. . 57
.104
United States Steel, pfd..
,

Drawers

A F our

65c Table Linens, bleached
we will sell, per yard

ointers Below

Wrin'o

The Following Specials Are Good
For Saturday and Monday Only

Umbrella or narrow styles lace and embroidery trimmed drawers the prettiest garments ever displayed in Las Vegas prices
j

Yards
PRINT CALICO
for 59c

,
i-

ARROW

Of
Lucile Blouses' "made of net and ipretty laces.i corset covers
from
,
embroidery in new designs prices range
'

26c to S2.59
it"

T

Yards!

AMOSKEAG APRON GINGHAM
for 69c

,
Yards
Manchester Percale
for $1.15
10

Best

36 in.

nV --'The

n

v

Corn, Dec.
Oats, Dec.

69;
38;

70.

May
May
Pork, Jan. $20.65; May $20.65.
Lard, Jan. $11.02; May $11.22.
Ribs, May $11.02; Jan. $11.15.

42.'

CITY LIVE STOCK

KANSAS

Kansas City, Nov. 14. Hogs, receipts 6,000. Market steady to 5 cents
lower. Bulk $7.657.95; heavy $7.80
8; packers and butchers $7.70
7.95; lights $7.fi56.50; pigs $6.50
7.50.

r

UNDERWEAR

J

V

;

,
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A glimpse at these will: prove highly satisfactory perhaps you
have never used them give then, a trial prices range from

i

65c
Pull Down Caps

Eth

48c

::;,ir.",::'f'Ch6mises-;and-;Slip--

'

'

..

Each'j49c

Boys'

SL59toS4.13

infXC;.;

19c

6&c
,
Union Suits
Fleeced
Boys'

t

.nl
'

...('.,
Plaiu or profusely trimmed .fhemises and

trimmed in pretty laces and embroideries

t

si.

43

Slips vary attractively
prices range from

2.50
'

3.50

Linen Napkins, size 22x22
$1.20
per dozen
Linen Napkins, size 24x24
2.00
per dozen
Heavy Linen Napkins, size
2.75
224x24, per dozen
Best Linen Napkins, size
24x24

J3 L

i

I

Napkins
$1.50

4.50

Off

;

S1.88 to S4.38

'

a
LJ

i!'

i

,:

Quality
J

(CONTINUED)'

Combination Suits

COLLARS

MEN'S 80X

"er Pa'r'

pimow CASES
36x42, Hemmed Pepperrell cases
Saturday and Monday's price
EACH 16c

Store
,

7

15c
BRAND

25c and 35c

WAISTS
worth $1.25, $1.50 and $1.75:
All sizes White Only
EACH 98c ,V,T,
r,

49c

Table Linens, somewhat heavier than the above, 64 inches wide, per yard
59c
$1.00 Quality Table Linen, 72 inches wide, pure Linen Dam79c
ask, per yard
all pure
,$1.25 Satin Damask, 72 inches wide, warranted
89c
,
linen, per yard
$1.50 Satin Damask, 72 inches wide, guaranteed pure Linen
98c
lovely patterns, per yard
$1.75 Fle".r de Lis or Snow Drop Satin
72 inches
Damask,
'
wide, warranted extra beavy,; per yard."
...$1.29
$2.00 Superior Satin Damask, warranted best linen, 72 inches wide, pretty patterns, per yard ,..!,
$1.39
$2.25 Satin Damask, absolutely the best obtainable at the
price, 72 inches wide, per yard . . . . ,
$1.49

5

34c

or unbleached of the best linen,

75c

for men, each

SHIRY

;
10

Corset Covers

1-- 5

--

cent
The opening was unchanged to
off. After a slight further sag, however, prices reacted to above last
night's level. The close was steady
Va to V4. cent under last night
Corn rallied on account of receipts
being email and because of rains
southwest. Opening figures were
to Vg1 down but the market then made a decisive advance.
cent
to
The close was steady
net higher.
Unlike other grain, oats showed no
early dip.
First sales of provisions ranged
from a shade to 10 cents down, with
little sign of a material upturn. The
closing quotations were:
Wheat, Dec. ,8(5; May 90.

i j.

.

SPECIAL

MUSLIN
for 98c

f

LONSDALE

26c to S2.49

At

at

TOWELS
splendid value Sold always
50c. Only a limited quantity

Yards

10

India Linons

A

here

range

LAWNS, NAINSOOKS,
PERSIAN
DIMITIES
LONG CLOTHS AND
BEST STJN , BLKACHiED

'

10

AMERICAN

'

Cattle, receipts 500. Market steady.
Prime fed steers $8.759.40; dressed
western
beef steers $6.75(ri8.75;
steers $6.258.65; southern steers $5
8.10; cews $4.257; heifers $59;
stockers and feeders $5.507.65;
bulls $4.757.25; calves $6.5010.2o.
Market
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Sheep, receipts 11,000.
Lambs $77.75;
Chicago, Nov. 15. Although wheat steady.
yearlings
$4.505.25;
prices were a little easier at the out- $5.506.40; wethers
set today, the market later hardened. ewes $44.75.

LOVILYOMUSLIN

il

'

.

SB

Alter eating your Thanksgiving dinner we would suggest that your guests go
with you into the parlor and listen to the new Victor Records played on one of our
Victrolas. Records from 65c to $7.00. Victrola Talking Machines from $15 to $200

49c to 6.49

Stndrd

The World's

A very1 fine assortment of beautiful Table Liuens, bought especially for our Thanksgiving sale offers a very timely special.
Our entire line placed on sale.

AhX

...

Sliver

'

Snow White Table Linens and
Napkins Quoted at Attractive
Prices

In Stock)

Petticoats
Mori-n-

ij

IS to 28

Muslin Gowns

Sterling

DO

m

Lovely Muslin Underwear

Reduced 25 Percent

G or ham

per

'dossan

3.60
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G. M. Cary, manager of the Moun- SANTA ROSA COURT
tain States Telephone company, left
Wbile in Santa. Rosa during the
this afternoon for Watrous where hej early part of this week Judge David
Jwill be on business for several days.
Leahy heard several matters of
Superintendent F. L. Myers of the interest. The judge grauted Mrs. W.
New Mexico division' of the Santa Fe H. Land a divorce from her husband
returned this afternoon from Trini-- and ordered the estate, which is a
dad, where he has been on business larSe one, divided between the two.
Mrs. Land was given the custody of
for the past several days.
minor child for ten
J. W. Harris, Sr., D. T. Hoskina the couple's
and E. D. Raynolds returned this af- - months in each year, while the husternoon front Albuquerque where they band is to have the child for two
Mr.
have been attending the meeting of months at the holiday season.
Land is a wealthy resident of Fort
the State Bankers' association.
Sumner.
Judge David J. Leahy and District
May Olson the young woman chargAttorney Charles W. G. Ward returned last iiight from Santa Rosa, ed with vagrancy, was advised by the
where they spent several days on le- court to return to the home of her
parents at Vaughn. The, court took
gal business. Colonel M. M. Padgett,
her case under advisement.
in whose car they made the trip, ocRamon Labadie, chairman of the
cupied his time in hunting qilail while
board of commissioners of Guadalupe
the jurist and prosecutor were encounty, was bound over to the grand
gaged in court matters. Quail are reunder $2,000 bond. Labadie is
jury
ported as numerous in the vicinity of accused of
shooting and dangerously
Santa Rosa. '
Injuring Hilario Garcia, a resident of

cd

-

SUQ&p

J
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day.

Paul McCormick left this morning
for his ranch after having been a
business visitor here for the past few
Santa; Rosa.
A marriage license was issued this
days.
U R. Priester arrived in Las Vegas morning at the court house to Adolfo
GIANTS
lust night from Santa Fe, and will Silva, aged 25, of Bernalillo,' and
b(3 a business visitor here for the next
Martinez, aged 18, of Las
,

Ber-sab-

few days.
Mrs. H. E. Colby of Wagon left last
night for Los Angeles, Calif., where
WANTED
she will remain for the next few
Oot.iej office
.
months.
Mr. and Mrs. S. S. Smith of Chicago came in yesterday evening and
will be visitors in Las Vegas for the
next few days.

Reihl, connected with the
Fe Railway company, came in last
night from Albuquerque for'a short
business visit here.
F'v H. Le Nolr, secretary of the Y.
,
M. C. A., left this afternoon for
where he will be for several
laya on a vacation.
H. B, Potter, representative for the
Hart, Schaffner and Marx Clothing
company of Chicago, was a business
visitor in the city today.
Fred Brefeld, local manager of the
Continental Oil company, left last
iiight for Chicago where he will spend
several weeks on business.
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Wyatt of
Kan., drove in last night in an
outornobile on their way from Kansas
to California. They spent the night
in Las Vegas.
Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Nicholson
of
Council Bluffs, la., where visitors in
Las Vegas for a short time yesterday.
They are traveling to California in
A.

San-l-

cotton rags

Clean

at

AT

a

K. OF C. DANCE
MUSICALE PRECEDING THE BAILE
WAS HEARTILY
ENJOYED
BY GUESTS

Wat-I'ous-

Sol-oma-

j

CONFIDENT

OF WINNING GAME

JOLLY CROWD

.P.
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today.'
of
J. Frank Curns, au attorney
Wa;on Mound, was a business Visitor
hero today.
E. A. Poe came in last night from
the Nelson ranch for a short business visit here.
B. T. Ludlow, Louis Manning and
A. Emonds of Longmont, Colo.,
JO.
were visitors here today.
L. Mitchell, representative for the
Meyer Brothers Drug company of St.
Louis, was a business visitor here to-

.

U

J IJ JlMlUlSSIIOSl

L- -

'

J. M. McCrackeh of El Paso, Tex.,
was a visitor ia Las Vegas today.
P. W. Middaugh of Colorado Springs
was a business visitor in Las Vegas
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The musicale and dance, given last
in the O. R. C. hall by the
of Columbus, was a most en- affair. There was a large
attendance, and all the guests enjoyed
themselves. The musical nrosrram.
which was given under the direction
of Miss Marguerite Cluxton. head of
the department of instrumental music
the New Mexico Normal University,
was well balanced and beautiful.
The program was as follows:

BUT THE ATHLETES
WILL PUT
UP A HARD CONTEST THIS
EVENING
Everything is in readiness for the
big basketball game and dance at the
armory tonight, and it will be "some"

affair. The final arrangements were
completed last night, and at 8 o'clock
this evening the big noise will start.
It will not end until the dance closes,
which will be according to the wishes
of the crowd.
The game will be fast and interest- ing. The Giants team, composed of
John Webb, Julius Krause, Ted
ward, Frank Winters and Dave
den, is a fast organization. The
ers have worked together for the past
several years. Their organization ac- cords with their nnmp ini) thov ore
confident of victory.
The Athletps who hnasit nf tho fnl.
lowing lineup: Frank Ambrose, Pren-a- t
tice White, Chub Swallow, Harold
Stewart and F. Des Marias, are squal
ly, confident of victory, and promise to put up a good fight, although the
odds are against them as" regards size.
The men on this team have played
together frequently during the past
two years, and they rely on speed, not
strength.
The dance will follow the game.
The idea that the price of admission
includes dancing, however, should be
corrected, as dancing will be charged
for at the rate of five cents a dance.
Tickets, for tha dance will be sold on
the floor immediately after the game,
It will be a big affair, and the last

SWINDLERS
!

(Continued FrontPage One.)

j;

n

were notified by the gang in advance
whenever a deal was on. Giving
names and dates, McRae told the district attorney that the police would
station a man outside the building to
which the victim was taken and that

after the wire tappers had got his
mney' Pa'ment of the 10 per cent
eommIs8lon was made immediately to
the police representative waiting out
side. This, McRae charged, was taken
to the offices of a police inspector
and either retained entirely by him
or divided with his superiors. In addition, the wire tappers, McKae said,
paid a man at police headquarters a
monthly retainer of. $2,500.
McRae confessed to the district attorney more than a month ago, but
no announcement was made until to
day. Altogether nearly a dozen, swindlers connected with the gang have
,
confessed.
MoRae s confession and the result-- .
ant revelations are the outgrowth of
an accidental meeting in Los Angeles
last September between McRae and
a representative of the district attor
ney's office, who was in that city on
another case.

TRANSPORTATiO

Hay-evenin- g

ON THE S. P.

Hen-Knigh-
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A NEW CHURCH

Santa Fe, Nov. 14. His Grace, the
Most Rev. J, B. Pitaval, archbishop
of Santa Fe, left yesterday afternoon
for Bernalillo, where he celebrated a
requiem high mass for. the late. Dean
Splinters today. This service is
known, as "the month's mind" and
was attended by priests from neighboring towns and missions.
On Sunday the archbishop" will be
the central figure at an imposing ceremony; the dedication of the new

Oil NEED A DR
Then Buy It Saturday
5 Off

or Monday
For Cash

1--

Here's an opportunity (o buy

Catholic church' at Alameda, 7 or 8
miles from Albuquerque.
This mission of Alameda has long been supplied by the Jesuit fathers and it was
due to the indefatigable zeal of Father F. Troy, S. J., that the fine church
now ready for dedication was erected.
The church is to be dedicated In
honor of the Blessed Virgin.
Several priests from Albuquerque
will be present at the ceremonies and
one of the prominent visitors from
outside the state will be the Very
Rev. J. j. Brown, S.
j., president of
the Sacred Heart college in Denver,
and superior of the Jesuit missions
in New Mexico and1 Colorado. Father
Brown Is the new superior of the
province.
y
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Lynx, culj Chinchillas,
Boucles are all the rage. We
have them.

Pancakes

w

Make your pancakes as you elwajs do, using a tablespoonful
of Cottolene (instead of butter) and an extra pinch of salt or try this:

V

.
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1

.PERFUCX ANCAKES.
teaspoon 6ait; 1 tablespoon sugar; 1 cup sour milk;
cups floor;'
4
teaspoon soda; 1 egg. Sift flour, salt and sugar together; dissolve
soda In sour milk and add gradually to the flour, beating smooth.: Add
well beaten egg. "Bake on a hot, iron, priddle, slightly greased with
Cottolene. Let the cakes spread on griddle until quite thin.
1
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Cottolene makes all foods palatable and easily digested. It goes much farther
man outter, lara or any otnet coomng tat ana is more economical.
Learn the facts about Cottolene In our excellent Recipe Book, HOME
HELPS, written by five leading cookery authorities. Drop ua a
postal tor yuuk copy it's r tuitt.
y
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Bischols' Suits

Dre ssef

In all the latest styles and
colors. Every garment guaranteed.
Sizes 32 to 44.

Silk Messalines, Silk and
Wool. Ratines, Serges, all

late styles.

Prices are right.
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"Super" Acts as Engineer v
New Orleans, La., Nov. 14. With a
division superintendent at the loco
motive throttle a traia on the South.
era Pacific, whose engineer and train
men are on strike, reached New Orleans from Lafayette today, and an
other train, Baid to have been ade
quately manned, left for the west.
Sugar producers whose plantations
are along Southern Pacific lines fear
they may lose from Inability to move
crops. Members of the sugar exchange will have s meeting today in
the hope of suggesting means of re-

Blankets

TAKE A LOOK

Linens
We are agents

Department.
for ST. MARY'S
WOOL BLANKETS.

ft

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
THREE1 rooms for light housekeeping,
or two bedrooms, 524 Sixth street.

and

It will pay you to inspect
our LINENS before making

ALL

Sateens.
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Every

one a

BARGAIN

your purchase.

match

To.

suit.

We

Bath Robes

Waists

Silk Skirts

fancy Silks.
Brocades, Chiffons.

In all shades, fancy
and plain.

Gloves

'

'your

have

Meyers' and Dents'.

Every pair guaranteed.
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Union officials said that should the
government need Southern Pacific
trains to move troops the strikers
would man them if the company
sired.

Comforts

Thanksgiving

Don't forget our Blanket

lief.

-- i

i
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..11.11,

and no unpleasant "consequences" when made with

ft

and so on rifjht down the line

I

quested outside of company time and
ask regulations of layovers
from
home terminals.
Vocal solo, "Celia's Voice,"
Mrs.
Some of the more important griev
Richard Devine.
ances, in the words of the grievance
Reading, Miss Mildred McMahon.
Violin and Clarinet duet, "Traume- committee, are:
"Complaint against letters of a
rei," Edward Hite and Volney Poul-kon- .
an automobile..
harsh and threatening character from
Mr. and Mrs. Aleck Forbes, parents
subordinate officials.
Solo, "Love in Thy Heart,'' George
"Discontinuance of moving engines
of Mrs. Fred Nolette, will leave .to- A. Smith.
in
morrow for Florida wbeer they will
trains under steam without engi"The
Trio,
Gypsies," Misses Marie
neers.
remain for the remainder of the wiu-fir Clement, Lucy Clement and Mildred
"Request of enginemen that all side
with their son.
McMahon.
sheets toe covered.
!'r. and Mrs. C. M. Blackwell of The music for dancing was furnishTi.'iton came in this afternoon and will ed
"Request that men be allowed to
by Mrs. Anna Simison and John
for duty hy telephone.
report.
be visitors with friends in Las Vegas Cook.
Refreshments were served
mtPSt flfTQlnct- TYlthrl tP
f
for the next few days. Mr. and Mrs. during the eevning. The musicale
i amination of men on
.Blackwell are returning from Albu- and dance was arranged for and made next month.
It also is the first game and color perception. eyesight, hearing
querque, where Mr. Blackwell has a success through the efforts of trie of the season. As to a big attendance
"Claim for $3.75 rate for firemen.
been attending the State Bankers'
lecturer of the Kniahts of Columbus, there is little doubt, as the advance
"Protest against the
Kmile Clement.
sale has been large.
of conductors and engineers on train
and1 mechanical
rules
iTiMbI
r
SEP'
of engineers."
jit
The question of wages Is involved
only in that it Is claimed the construction of existing contracts by the com
j,.
ii
pany curtails the rights of the men
Later today two Instances of minor
disorder were reported. An unidenti
fied person started a passenger en
gine, letting It run wild in the local
yards until it left the tracks, and in
another part of the city a! carload of
cotton was burned..
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yesterday afternoon. Persons who in j TU$
liCiluI II hi
oassinir irlaneefl casually' thn.i.ii the i I
Iron palings
same
hp
only
BIcsd Eruptions
amount of griivf-anu v.u.s- covered
vaults in the silent yard. Hut iu the No Reason
Why Anyone Should Suffer
sepulchral chamber formed in the last
ouca Ltsneartemng experience.
year by the human moles of the
Illlltli'
l,)p,I1!llMWW1I.U!!ll1l'Vli((j
'
Brooklyn Rapid Transit company in
its invasion of Manhattan a chani-ber only 30 feet beneath the graves!
of many early New Yorkers there
were soumis that threatened to shake
the weather, beaten stones above
ground and 'bring back indignant
ghosts of gentry who have laid for a
century in the shadow of the church.
In the cylindrical cavity that is
part
of the new subway system a banquet
was held. It was given by Frederic

FEAST

sh-n-

BENEATH

A

j

CEMETERY

1

DINING PLACE DOES NOT CAST A
DAMPER 'ON NEW YORKERS'

SPIRfTS
New York, Nov.
13. Under
the
crumbling monuments iti St. Paul's
churchyard at Broadway and Vesey
street there were slrange Incidents

JAVAJO DLA

No cam of poisoned blood Is evor curpd
until the lnt UPstniotivo germ tins been
eliminated from the system.' And tiie only
remedy that Is aKsluiilated in the tissue
and stimulates oellular activity to overcome harmful Rorina Is the fuiuous blood
purifier. S. S. S.
The skin Is but a fine network of
blood vessels, and the specific action tiny
a. 8. S. Is declared hv eminent anHw.,.itlnof
to be a pronounced stimulation of the activity of these cells.
The reason for thin la In ti,n
..,,n,.
action of S. S. 8. which enables the cells
in the skin to select frmn th Mnni
nutriment H rcrptlres fur resjeneration
i
Not only this, but If from
or some disturbing noison theretheIn presence
l
a
or general interference of nutrition to cause
im.uh,
abscesses
and
carouncies,
kidney
troubles, a. H. S. so directs the local cells
that the OOlson is relecteri nnrl allmlnntuit
from their presence.
In
fact has llpen lllmnnsti-nt,- l
and yenr out in a wonderful number of
oases of severe skin eruption that had
seemed to be IncurableJ
Ypu con obtain 8. S. S. at any well
stocki'd drug store, if you insist upon It,
but he sure you are not talked into someas good."
thing S."just
H. Is
8.
prepared by the Swift Specific
V
Co..
Swiff Klclg.. Atlanta, Oa.
Write foe tlu'ir illustrated book on skin
alseascs.

KH5

Direct from the Indian Reservations-Lar- ge
Assortment fine colorings unique patterns all
prices.

-

--

These blankets are Genuine Souveniers of the
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.

i.

Bear this in mind when buying your presents
for the approaching Holidays.

L.

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY

Cranford,

contractor, in celebrafinishing of a section of
from Vesey street and
under the graveyard to
building of the chapel at
Pulton and Church streets.
It is a

tion of the
the work
11
oioauway
the vestry

New Mexico Largest Wholesalers

i

;Af

'V'

tnre and vaudeville show almost lively enough to wake the dead.
The toilers joined in Italian choruses and applauded comedians until
the walls of the tunnel vibrated.
Think of the ghosts of Revolution
ary heroes hearing a George Cohan
song by the tin can method.
The festivities lasted two hours.
Mr.

Cranford had as guests Robert

Ridgway, assistant chief engineer of
the public service commission; George
S. Coleman, chief counsel, and Leroy
T.

darkness, assistant counsel.

Pain In Back and Rheumatism
Torment thousands of people daily.
Don't be one of these sufferers when
for so little cost you can get well rid
of the cause. Foley Kidney Pills begin their good work from the very
first dose. They exert so direct an
action on the kidneys and bladder
that the pain and torment of backache, rheumatism and kidney trouble
is soon dispelled. O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
HENRY BARNABEE 70 YEARS
Boston, Nov. 14. At his
cheerful
and ' pleasant suburban home near
Boston, Henry Clay Barnabee,
the
veteran singer and comedian who for
nearly a quarter of a century was
the idol" of countless theater patrons

13, 1833 and
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Over your supply of stationery.
If you are running short,
you'd
better put in an order right away
with

THE

(
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OPTICS-JO-

DEPARTMENT
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We can supply you with loose
leaf books of all descriptions,
stamps, seals and practically
everything in the line of office

'x)
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supplies.
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SOCIAL AND
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BUSINESS CARDS

I

v,

Engraved or printed, at prices
that are sure to interest you.

(

r
(

All work must be perfect before

allowed to go out of the shop.
That's The Optic's Way.

Optic Fuh

THE ONLY UNION

"Officer '666," when it appeared; in New York and Chicago, was accorded the most flattering expressions of approval by both the press
and ptiblic. 'It lived up to the prediction of its censors by recording the
longest run ever registered in either city named for a play of its cla s,
and now that we are to Bee the famous policeman at the Duncan opca
house Monday night, interest in the piece lias been further aroused.
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Watch this Space (or Christmas Gift
SujWesJions From Now Until Christmas
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throughout the country, celebrated
the seventieth anniversary of his
birth today, surrounded by his numerous friends in and around Boston
and overwhelmed with messages of
congratulation from all parts of the
country. Mr. Barnabee, who retired
from stage life years ago, is still
good health and his years rest
lightly upon him.
Mr. Barnabee was born in Ports-

after having received a public school
education came to Boston where he
obtained a position as a clerk in a
dry gods house. He ioined the Mer- 22,1 feet bore.
cantile Library association and fre
Mr. Cranford invited as
his guests quently took part in the entertain
all the toilers who have been
employ ments of the association. It was thus
ee more man a year on the work. that he made his
debut, by reciting
bix hundred
invitations were sent serious poetry at entertainments. Ac
out and as far as could be learned
cidentally he discovered that he had
there were no regrets.
talent as a humorist and a beautiful
.11 Thw (rttuota i;
nuui um nuva eem to realize voice. He developed both gifts and
me wieraness of the situation. They j became one of the most noted church
were hardy men with no
thought for singers in and around Boston, r He
Their close proximity made his debut as a professional sinsuperstition.
1; to more than a hundred dead
persons ger in ISG5, and after a number of
did not disturb them
years of Lyceum work, became one of
rtu idbt winter, spring and
Ideal
summer! the founders of the Boston
men bad driven their
picks into the Opera company in 1S79. In 1887 with
dark earth underneath the
graves, Tom Karl and w. H. McDonald he
wunm gi.fteet of organized the Boslonians, with which
tg
u,ss'"g
he remained until he retir-fJ,the dead. Being thoroughly at home company
there, they saw nothing strange in ed. " '
niuivuiS u a aming place.
Early yesterday
A Night of Terror
they
began to
Few nights are more terrible than
transform the westerly end of the
finished chamber into a scene of fes- that of a mother looking on her child
and gasping for breath durtivity. Almost 5,000 electric .bulbs choking
an attack of croup, and nothing In
ing
were strung. Tables and
bunting the house to relieve it.
Many
were lowered, from the street. Then mothers have passed nights of terror
came thirty kegs of beer and two in this situation. A little forethought
will enable you to avoid all this.
thousand sandwiches.
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy is a
Long tables were spread beneath certain cure for croup and has never
the grave of Gen. Richard Montgom- - been known to fail. Keep it at hand.
try, wiiosb valorous deeds were re- For sale by all dealers. Adv.
corded above ground in the quaint
PRINTERS' COST CONGRESS
English of colonial days. A stage was
14. The
Nov.
Kas.,
Hutchinson,
built under the. dust of a renowned
southwest printers' cost congress; met
'
New Yorker.
here today with an attendance of
At 3 o'clock the vorkers
gathered members
representing the printing
no
wilh
fear of jostling those who
business of half a dozen states. The
had, been sleeping so many years.
V. Bowman of MusThe festival waVers went, down wind- president, Harry
kogee, called the gathering to order
ing flights of steps to their tomb of and
Mayor Fonton delivered an adr
merriment without a thought that
dress of welcome. The session will
UuOe tlieir Heads lay the bones of
continue over tomorrow.
persons who had hated, loved and
died more than, a centurv aeo
Regulate the bowels when they fall
Graveyards held no terror for those to move properly. HERBINB Is an
men.
danced about, drank admirable bowel regulator. It helps
They
beer in abundance, gobbled sand- the liver and stomach and restores a
wiches and then gathered before the fine feeling of strength and buoyoncy.
Price 50. Sold by Central Drug Co.
improvised stage to see a moving pic- - -- Adv.
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Let Us Have Your Order for
Your Thanksgiving
OYSTERS

CHICKEN

TUR.KEY

AND OTHER GOOD THINGS

LOCAL NEWS.
Light automobile lumps at
o'clock this evening.

New

v

For Rent

Sour

Pickles

NOVEMBER

'

j

nj

14, 1913.

hi

Modern front room for
Mrs. L. P. Wright, 509 Sixth
street. Adv.

Queen Quality in shoes means flexibility, durability and comfort. f 3.50
ami f 4 at Hedgcock's. Adv.

w

x

pi pi
Uy

Li

J J

An Attractive Dining Room

y

indervear

3:11)

8.

New Dill Pickles

in

f

A ten inch high cut Bellows tongue
shoe for men, $3.75 at Hedgcock's
Adtf.

FRIDAY,

Jersey Sweet Potatoes. Oxford Fruit
Cake 5 lb. Tins. 1 lb. Packages

-

Scaishipt Oysters

selects

.Stearns' Store
.fir

-

at the Methodist baat 2:30 p. m. Adv.

Queen Quality shoes for women
have stood the test for 20 years
in this locality is a guarantee of quality, style, comfort. At Hedgcock's- Adv.

That

First Christian
church a social will be given for the
members of the church and their
friends. A large attendance and a
good time are anticipated.

i

Our Prices Are Low

I

l

i

1

liuu

Finch's Golden Weddinlg Eye, aged
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Ix)bby, of course.- - Adv.
i

i'1'1

'

" "

lTiiS',Eiw!rtn League of the First
Methodist church will hold a box social at the church parlors tonight,
which will be largely attended. All
members of the league and their
friends are invited to be present.

ing-roo-

75 suits must be
sold at once

J.

J
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E, Las Vegas,

TAICHEItT'S
STORE

CLOTHING

All members whose enlistment has run out, also all mem-

bers ol Troop A. are requested
to meet for the intention of
forming a cavalry company for
assisting in ,. moving" picture
work.
IW'flffc..'"
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Have it drawn from
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CLEANER

THE ONLY SAFE WAY
Phono Main 35
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK
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OF

It may be
too long or too short in
the waist and in either
case you feel very un
chest only.

WHEN YOU WANT THE

Best MeaJ
GO TO

T3he

VEGAS. N.

LiAS

M

Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.
'

;;

In every department of Banking we
a.re prepared to give the best of service

comfortable.

Merchants Cafe
A

Our Sunday Dinners are
the Best Yet

Fresh Oysters
Just In at

interest Paid on

Union Suit

to Fit Must
Fit the Entire

1,050

Body......
U
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.HMflU!
a mix,
nave
Li uwj f
SUITS that are made on

W7.
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KtOSED- - CROTCH.

1

53

AND MODE!

TN'

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator show you
GREENBERGER

Las Vegas Automobile

Grazing companj, claims title to the
land through interests purchased1
from grantees in the grant. H. W.
Clarke represents the plaintiff and S.
B. Davis and A T. Rogers, Jr., appear
for the defendant The case probably
will occupy several daysjn its trial.

&
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Phone Main 344.

Co

Wm. Whalen, Prep.
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Subscribe for The Optic

BOUCHER'S
i C

DELICIOUS
EATABLES
' S

....

FULL CREAM CHEESE

Genuine Camembert

Vl

J

You ought to eat our

"Virginia" Bacon
for breakfast

&

Gross, Ketly

Co

Sole Agents
Fancy Cauliflower,

Lettuce

Cellery and Sweet Potatoes
Mora Vegetables

J?!

B

Lam

it--ii

lJ

MOST HEAT FOR VOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL

BISMARK
Get Busy

FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOR

measurements and each
suit has the KENOSHA

t, Apples Galore, Cranberries

;

Time Deposits

new system of body

'

A

Jefferson Kaynolds, President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier

E. D. Kaynolds, Vice President.
HalM Reynolds, Ca&hlnr: V

that are sold by chest

'Cooking

CARRIES GERMS

V

IS THE

Union Suits

Is Now in Charge of Our

-

TURKEY

?,

EVERYWHERE

Mrs. I K. LEWIS

CITY

New Mexfco

THAT'S FIT TO WEAR

The road commission expects the
runway on the ('amino Real opposite
Kearney's Gap to be completed with
Try a dram of Old Taylor Bourbon
in the next week.
One side of the :it the Opera Bar. Adv.
structure has been completed, and the
foreman in charge of the work expects
Benny Chavez, who passed through
to finish it by the middle of next Las Vegas several days ago on his
week,
way to Denver from Los Angeles
where he was defeated by Eddie Cam-piIn this month's issue of the Mer
now is matched to fight Jimmy
chants' Trade Journal the firm of Fox, a San Francisco bantamweight,
Baeharach Brothers received a gener- in Denver on Thanksgiving Day. The
ous article concerning their annual bout is to run j 5 rounds.
Turkey Day, which explains the meth
od used and the advertising gained
In this month's issue of the Santa
thereby. A small picture of the in- Fe Employes' Magazine appears a
terior of the store also appears in the picture of the last
article.
dinner given at the Y. M. C.
A. The picture shows a number of
They are telling a story on Dr. F. faces well known at the Y. M. C. A,
B. Huxmann, which the doctor, it is In this magazine also appears the
said, did his best to prevent becom- picture of J. H. Uwe, a well known
ing known. According to the version engineer of this division, who has
heard by The Optic, Dr. Huxmann, been in service here for the past 33
while hunting on one of the lakes years.
north of here last Sunday, fired at a
bunch of ducks. The gun hung fire.
A meeting of the members of ComWhile the doctor was preparing to ex- pany H., New Mexico National Guard,
amine the weapon to discover the has been called for tomorrow night
cause of its failure to act, the gun at the armory. It is likely that the
was discharged. Dr. Huxmann, who company, equipped for field service
was standing In a boat, was knocked and commanded by its own officers,
into the water. He managed to re will be called upon to assist in Mr.
tain his grip on the gun and clamber Flieding's great drama. All former
back into the boat, which was nearly members of the company are requestIt is said that a friendly ed to attend the meeting, as about
submerged.
wind blew the boat to shore; other 100 men will be needed.
wise the doctor would have been there
until nowf
The ladies of the Methodist church
will hold their annual bazaar Monday,
the November 17, commencing at 10 a. m.
Nearly 100 Elks have signed
agreement to participate in the big at 507 Sixth street They will have
Fielding moving picture production, fancy work, plain sewing, Japanese
"The Golden God," At their recent art goods, pop corn, home made candy
on sale. Lunch
meeting the Elks decided to organize and home cookery
11 a. m. until 8
w?I!
be
from
served
a bunch of actors to participate in
the picture, for which Mr. Fielding p. m., consisting of the fjjllowing arwhich will be served for a
requires 5,000 people. The action of ticles,
nickel
each or six for a quarter:
all
the lodge has met the approval of
the members. The salaries 'paid the Sandwiches, or bread and butter,
Elks will be turned over to the build- baked beans, meat, pie, doughnuts and
coffee. Adv.
ing fund of the lodge. The action of
the Elks was taken at their own voliThe case of Porfirio Salas vs. Paul
tion, bui. it is" said to have been apet al occupied the attention, of
Butlor
proved by Mr. Fielding. W. O. Wood
today. This Is a suit inLeahy
Judge
is at the 13. Romero Hose and Fire
to about, 2,500 acres of
title
volving
station daily, receiving land in the
company's
Mora land1 grant.
The
"enlistments" for the picture. Those
claims title to the tract
plaintiff
who are willing to assist Mr. Fieldthrough a deed from Rafael Romero
ing should call on Mr. Wood at once.
The defendant, the Union Land and
The wages paid are $2 per day for
unmounted men and $3.50 per day for
equestrians.
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are requested to meet at Ar
mory tomorrow, Saturday,
night at 8 p. m; intention to
work in moving picture next
week as one body.

Johnsen & Son

C;

"Complete Furnishers of the Home"

IN

In this week's issue of Leslie's
Weekly appears a scene taken from
the Y. M. C A. camp. The picture
was sent to that magazine 'by 'P. H.
lie Noir. The scene occupies a prom
inent place in the magazine and is
considered valuable advertising. ,

for such fine goods; every
piece is, well made, and will
wear for vears. You spend
much of the iav in the Din- why not have a nice one?
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Remember the bazaar, when buying
your Christmas presents. Adv.
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ex-

pensive either. Our line of
Extension Tables, Sideboards
and Chairs is well worth
'
,
seeing.
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